A transformation based method to design ultrasound array.
In medical ultrasound imaging, the desired lateral field distribution at each focal distance can be obtained by optimal apodization. On the other hand, the lateral field is a function of focal distance. Hence, finding the optimal apodization is a very arduous process. To overcome this, we have introduced a suboptimal method by which optimal apodization can be calculated in any distance through a nonlinear transformation by the knowledge of the optimal one at a distance. This transformation is established on a fact that the lateral field distribution at focal distance can be expressed as the Fourier transform of a nonlinear function of the aperture weighting, instead of direct expression as the Fourier transform of the above. We have applied this method to map the apodization which obtains the desired beam pattern into the apodization which maintains the same properties on the lateral field distribution. For example, applying this method on a 50-elements lambda/2 spaced linear array with length D has resulted in apodization that is optimal at distances D or D/2 by precision better than 9%. This method is useful especially in optimization problems, having no explicit constraint on the main lobe width, such as minimizing the sidelobe levels or minimizing main lobe width constrained to a predetermined value of sidelobe level. However, as the results show, this technique provides acceptable results in other cases.